While walking down Fifth Avenue recently, I stopped to check out the Saks Fifth Avenue windows and found several Dior gowns on display. Those in the first windows were Dior's designer Galliano's latest attempt to promote a new fashion. As the gowns seemed more like unwearable costumes, their acceptance seemed unlikely. In the window at the south end, however, there were several "wearables" by the same designer. A few were bias cuts with cowl necklines, a style originated in the thirties by the Paris haute couture designer Madeleine Vionnet. I thought: Vionnet's work is still in fashion, even in the year 2001.
Spiraling Seams
One of Vionnet's most significant innovations was her decision to turn grain cut rectangular-shaped parts fall on the bias of the fabric. She said, "Maybe because everyone else made dresses that flowed in the same direction, I saw that if I turned the fabric on an angle... it gained elasticity. Everything came from my head. Bias came from my head."" Many of these warp and weft cut rectangular shapes, when turned to hang on the bias, placed the seams spiraling around the body. How much Thayaht's mindset had to do with that can only be conjectured, but futurist thinking must have been at least in part responsible for extending parts of the garments beyond their seams, allowing the excess fabric to float into space whenever the wearer moved.
Muslin versus the Sketch
Whereas most designers depend on sketches to work out their new ideas and rely on their pattern-maker to interpret the sketch, Vionnet went directly to the cloth, "I never learned sketching.... We should not dress with a pencil, but start using the fabric. "^S he worked by draping in an inexpensive cloth-muslin-on a nineteenthcentury wooden artist's mannequin that was half the scale of the human figure. Kirke Wrapping. Looping. Twisting Both Thayaht and Vionnet had an interest in the wrapped Japanese l<imono and obi. Vionnet used the idea of wrapping for her extremely popular three-armhole garmentsblouses, dresses and coats. These have three armholes, and the wearer wraps the garment around her body by successively going through each of the three. Also, many of her designs had long sashes that extended so they could be looped back and stitched, both decorating and weighting the ends. Some designs had a loop combined with two extended parts, such as a skirt part that would be looped at the hemline and extended back to cover another part of the body.
A very successful scarf had loops at both ends. When placed around the neck, each loop was pulled through the other, securing the scarf at the neck with a twisted knot. The twist was used instead of darts and seams. A thirties gown had an extended part containing the bodice and two kimono sleeves. The part was twisted at the center of the neckline with the excess fabric draping around the shoulder, front, and back. This twist was en lieu of four darts and two seams.
Circular Cuts
Vionnet's circular cuts were especially popular in the 1930s. Because the three directions of the cloth acted differently, uneven hemlines often resulted when hung. Vionnet said: "When one knows one's craft, one takes a piece of fabric not only on the bias, but in every direction (warp, weft, bias) . But, of course, you have to know the obedience of the fabric. "^O ne method used to alleviate the problem of the uneven hemline was pinning the quadrant, first at its apex, and then the remainder flat to the wall, with dress weights placed along its bottom edge, so it could hang out for a few days. After sufficiently stretching the bias, as Vionnet would say, "le biase a fait son travaille," a pre-draped circular cut pattern was used to cut the parts.
The Slash
The use of two quadrants, one covering the front and the second the back, is a traditional combination of circular cuts. Vionnet's most important innovation here is that she slashed the apexes instead of making a concave cut to remove these points. A twenties dress comprised of two quadrants was slashed and spread at each apex to form the neckline. There were many uses for slashes and even more when combined with insertions.
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Anatomical cuts
When a part that covers one body plane is extended to cover the next plane, it is an anatomical cut. Slashing and insertions could be combined w/ith other cuts-circular, bias, slashes, and even grain cuts. The insertions need not necessarily be a separate pattern part, but an extension of an adjacent part. The slashes and cutting were on the grain as much as possible. Often that resulted in zigzag seaming that served as decoration.
For Vionnet, there could be no substitute for the natural female body. She created several cuts as well as three necklines-the cowl, halter and Vionnet decolletage. All have become generic. There is nothing in their construction that does not have a purpose for fit, movement or decoration: it is always an economy of cut. When one tries to drape any of her designs, one finds that it is necessary to pay attention to each step along the way.
Vionnet's are complete compositions from which nothing can be taken away. 
